
F250R info and build sheet for your truck!

Owner's name  ______________________  Date:________________

Truck year ________________  VIN# __________________________

Conversion checklist for your build.

This is based on a 2011 to 2016, Crewcab or Supercab, 4x4 shortbed truck.

Note:   We do not convert wrecked trucks, nor trucks with salvage titles.
We only convert trucks that are deemed in excellent condition in order to maintain the
resale value of all the vehicles we have converted.  We do not sell kits, parts, or partial
vehicle builds such as flatbeds.  All conversions are done by us or an approved and
highly trained dealer for our products. This is all designed to create and maintain our
brand and uphold the value for all our builds.

For each build we need to know what your preferences are for your personal truck.  We
all have ideas of what is cool and what looks awesome, but we can't assume what you
want your truck to look like.  You need to make it very clear what you would like.  So,
with that, let us help you by asking very specific questions to help you help us to get in
your brain... :)

First and foremost.  Stance.  Do you want the West Coast look of a truck, with the bed
lower in the rear than the front?  This is a "Pre-Runner" or desert truck look.  Usually a
couple inches lower in the rear.  Or do you want the bed to have a higher stance in the
rear, usually preferred by East Coast guys.

Answer  __________________________________________________

Do you want free floating airbags, so you can still have the rear axle flex down and be
able to articulate, yet assist the rear springs of you need to tow or carry a heavy load.  Or
maybe you don't tow at all... so skip adding these.

Answer ___________________________________________________

Are you most interested in the low, wide look, with a 4.5in lift, or do you want your truck
to sit higher, max 7" lift.

Answer _________________________________________________________

Do you want a suspension for mostly road use, with an ultra soft ride, or do you want a
more aggressive suspension with upgraded coils, by pass shocks etc.

Answer _________________________________________________________

If you want this upgrade, we will discuss your options in great detail.



Do you want an ultra smooth ride at highway speeds, hence, shaving the tires to remove
any hop on our special machine and then add precision balance, or maybe you never run
on the highways, and seldom run over 60mph. so this is not needed on your machine.

Answer ___________________________________________________________

Do you want the standard rock rings, or would you like us to design custom rings with
your logo.

Answer _____________________________________________________________

Would you like the smooth button head bolts on your rings, or hex head bolts (both SS)

What color do you want your rock rings to be?  Color matched, bare aluminum, etc

Answer _____________________________________________________________

Do you want to add dual steering stabilizers on the front axle.  These will help isolate any
rough inputs to the steering wheel.

Answer ________________________________________________________________

Fuel tanks and extended range.

The stock diesel shortbed truck comes standard with a 28 gallon fuel tank.  If you are
averaging a combined mileage of 10mpg, that gives you a small range of 280 miles per
tank.  We utilize Titan fuel tanks.  You can add a 50 gallon tank in place of the stock
tank.  You can also add a 30 gallon tank where the spare tire use to be.  Some people like
to add the 50 gallon diesel tank and also the 30 as well, but utilize the 30 gallon tank to
hold either gasoline for say dirtbikes, or water for a wash down purpose. like to hose off
your dirtbikes when done riding.

Answer ________________________________________________________________

Electric steps.  We utilize Amp Research electric steps.  You can add the original steps
that hide away, or the new XL steps that have a rock guard that go under the doors and
the steps hide behind the rock guard.  Specify which step you would like.

Answer  _______________________________________________________________

Gear ratios.  Do you want to re-gear your truck.  If so, we suggest 4:88s and need to be
added front and rear.

Answer _____________________________________________________________

Do you want to add differential covers for heat reduction.

Answer _________________________________________________________________



Bumpers, front.   Our aggressive desert bumper with 42in lightbar, or the high and tight,
close fitting wrap around bumper with 5 flush mount LEDs

Answer ______________________________________________________________

Rear bumper, only one offered, includes backup sensors, tag lights.

Color of your bumpers, color matched to body, or covered in LineX, or powder coated a
different color, specify

Answer ________________________________________________________________

Bed cage to hold spare tire.  Yes, no.  Spare with rock ring?  yes, no.  42in curved
lightbar in bedcage or our "stop, turn, clear lights in race box" on top.  Did you want a 3.5
ton floor jack added in race bedcage.

Color of bedcage if added

Answers _______________________________________________________________

LineX options.  Did you want the LineX only inside the bed or do you want it to come
over the top of your bedsides?

Answer ___________________________________  Color ____________________

Did you want LineX over the tops of the wheel wells and the rocker panels

Answer  _____________________________  Color__________________________

If you have a Platinum truck, did you want the tailgate panel painted, LineX or left stock

Answer ______________________________________________________________

Let's talk PAINT.

In our standard conversion we allot $6,000 of the cost to go to paint.  This usually covers
the cost to handle body work and color match the front clip and rear bed to match the cab.
If your truck has any dings or dents in the doors or cab, those will be fixed and you
simply pay the upcharge from paint and body.  We do not markup the costs from paint.
We utilize a national firm, CarStar, that has shops all over the US to warranty your paint.

If you want a full color change, they can do that, and the entire cab, doors gets torn down,
and painted inside and out.  This usually adds about $7k to the cost.

Tell us about what color of paint, patial or full, or LineX you would like to do...



Answer
________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Emblems, mirrors, door handles, etc.

Some owners want all the chrome removed.  Mirror uppers, door handles, diesel emblems
on the doors, etc.  Tell us want you want to do with these parts.

Answer _________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Exhaust tips.  Did you want the stock tips replaced.  Any preference?

Answer _________________________________________________________________

We utilize SCT X4 programmers to correct the removal of the TPMS in the wheels.  It
also adds about 100hp and 200 ft lbs of torque.

We utilize Hypertech programmers to correct the speedometer.

If you have any ideas or comments you would like to add, please do so below.

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

Send to Jeremy@F250R.com  be sure to add your name and email to this form...

______________________________________________________________________


